Establishing Your Executive Home Workspace with Zoom

AVer’s high quality and affordable cameras are the ideal solution when building your executive workspace. The effortless functionality of our plug and play devices allows you to connect to a desktop or laptop with only a single USB cable. Backed with a 3 year warranty, AVer solutions will also ensure complete protection and peace of mind at no additional cost.

Recommended Home Solutions

**CAM340+**
- **4X Digital Zoom, 4K Camera**
- **120° FOV** – Capture your entire workspace with 120° Wide or 94° Depth mode
- **3.0 USB** – Powered by a single 3.0 USB cable
- **Portable** – Easy to move and reposition
- **Built-in Camera Mount** – Mount included in camera design for easy mounting on TV or laptop.

**VB342+**
- **All-in-One** – 4X Digital Zoom, 4K Camera Soundbar
- **120° FOV** – 180° motorized pan and tilt
- **SmartSpeaker Framing** – Locates and frames the speaker
- **Smartframe Technology** – Automatically frames participants while optimizing color and light
- **DisplayLink** – Display your laptop image to a monitor using the HDMI connection

**EP65**
- **All-in-One** – 65” Interactive flat panel
- **94° FOV** – 4K built-in camera and audio
- **Cloud Based** – Sync Anywhere
- **Future Proof** – Windows IoT pluggable PC
- **Easy Installation** – Single power cable
- **Enhance Collaboration** – Intuitive whiteboard software with an incredible responsive touch screen

To learn more about these products visit https://averusa.com/business/